We measured focal females' ability to find and discriminate among a high quality (V. in the exact same type of arena and set-up (Fig. 1, Fig. S1 ). To make sure that females were 2 0 6 motivated to search for hosts, they were mated with conspecific males 24 hours prior to the 2 0 7 trials, and prevented from laying eggs by depriving them of host seeds. In contrast to male 2 0 8 trails, host seeds did not need to be glued to stay in their place. Host seeds were also removed 2 0 9 1 0 between each female trail as eggs were laid readily by females and the presence of eggs on 2 1 0 the hosts can affect female egg laying behaviour (heavily laden seeds are more often 2 1 1 rejected). We registered female host inspection as behaviour. This inspection behavior was 2 1 2 usually in form of females being on top of seeds making tactile contact with or ovipositing on 2 1 3 the seed. Females readily laid eggs on both types of hosts during the assays, although this was 2 1 4 never quantified. Similarly to the male assays, our scoring of behaviour captures variation in cues associated with host discrimination. The observer (JdA) was always blinded to which line and evolution regime that was assayed. Each group of four beetles were scored for their behaviour as a group through three 10 2 2 1 minute trails with a 20 minute acclimation period in a 30mm diameter petri dish before and 2 2 2 in-between each trail. We could thus study overall differences in beetle cognition in terms of 2 2 3 the average performance over time in each line and sex, as well as the potential for cognitive learning by looking at the improvement in performance within and between trails. We used 2 2 5 two heating plates, each with one of the two color schemes (Fig. S1 ). The heating plates were 2 2 6 run interchangeably (during the other plate's acclimation periods), and each line was scored 2 2 7 once on each plate/color scheme per sex, resulting in 12 arena replicates per sex and line. Thus, 48 males and 48 females from each of the 6 lines were scored for behaviour over three consecutive 10 minute trails for a total of 17.280 behavioral observations. Male and female data were of the same form and were first analysed separately in equivalent 2 3 3 models. We modelled the response as an "error rate" (the fraction of incorrect choices) over 1 1 the trails using a binomially distributed response variable with the levels "male/female" (male 2 3 5 assays) or "good host/bad host" (female assays). Time of the trail was included as a covariate 2 3 6 that was linearized by taking its natural logarithm prior to analysis. Evolution regime and trail 2 3 7 number were analysed as discrete factors. We included interactions among all three of these 2 3 8 explanatory variables, where two or three-way interactions including evolution regime would 2 3 9 signify differences in performance over time among the two evolution regimes, indicative of replicates, and not individual observations). We included assay identity (the four beetles run 2 4 5 together over consecutive trails) as an additional random effect. We also modelled main 2 4 6 effects of heating plate to control for spatial effects in the lab and beetle color preferences.
4 7
However, this effect was never significant and was ultimately removed from all models.
4 8
We explored the link between cognitive performance and fitness in each sex by calculating data-points (three replicate lines per mating regime), and hence, cannot be used for rigorous 3 0 6 statistical testing. Error rates are highly correlated between the three trails within each sex (r 3 0 7 = 0.58-0.96), suggesting substantial repeatability in behaviour among the six genotypes. However, error rates and the learning score are very weakly correlated between sexes (r = -3 0 9 0.08-0.34), implying that different genes govern mate search in males and host search in It is well known that sexual selection can put demands on cognitive abilities related to sexual can drive species differences in general cognition 13 is much more disputed and direct evidence remains scarce. Here we have shown that mating system variation can lead to the 3 2 7 evolution of cognitive performance. Males evolving under polygamy were more efficient in that these males also have higher reproductive success than males evolving under benefits in males (see also Fig. 4) . However, the evolved increase in mate search ability was expected under the mating mind hypothesis. These negative results are readily interpretable as there was sufficient power in our design to 3 3 6 detect significant differences in male performance between evolution regimes, as well as to 3 3 7 demonstrate substantial improvement in the cognitive tasks through learning in both males 3 3 8
and females (Figs. 2 & 3) . Our main results thus imply that good genes processes resulting in 3 3 9
overall improvement of cognitive ability may not materialize when sexual selection acts on 3 4 0 standing genetic variation, as it did in our experiment. Interestingly, the decreased ability of divergence (Fig 2A & C, Fig. 3 ) and the effect of drift was controlled for in the applied notion that sexually antagonistic selection has played a key role in this process is also supported by previous studies on the population 40, 44, 72, 73 . study implies that much of the standing genetic variation in cognitive performance upon
which evolutionary responses to novel environments rely, will have been moulded and for rapid sex-specific responses to changes in ecological and socio-sexual conditions. 2. Smith, J. M. When learning guides evolution. Nature 329, 761-762 (1987) . The averaged summed number of times that the four females made inspections of optimal ("Naïve" beetles) and third ("Trained" beetles). 
